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Proofpoint Content
Capture for Microsoft
Teams
Whether it’s to meet regulatory or corporate governance requirements, your firm needs to capture and retain
employee communications content. Proofpoint makes it easy to capture, manage and retain data from your
content sources, including Microsoft Teams. Through Microsoft APIs, we capture content and deliver it to
your data store or downstream services for e-discovery, compliance and supervision. This is the method of
capture supported by Microsoft.
• Posts from apps

Product prerequisites

• Files posted to channels and chats

In order to use the Change Notification API, special licensing
requirements may apply. Please refer to your Microsoft account
manager for more information.

• Edits and deletes
• Threads

How the content is handled

What we capture
Content Capture collects the following types of Microsoft Teams activity:
• Teams channels

• Chats
• In-meeting chats
Within those activity groups, we capture the following types of content:
• Posts (including formatting)
• Shares
• Replies (channels only)
• Emojis
• Images

Content Capture transforms each piece of captured Teams activity
into email form and formats it to enable threading and include
context such as the posts that precede it. We attribute the content
to users. Then we send it to a designated mailbox for delivery to
your data store or downstream services.

Summary
With Proofpoint, you can capture Microsoft Teams content with
ease. It’s a win-win. Your employees are free to collaborate and
communicate. And you reduce your compliance risk and adhere
to regulations.

LEARN MORE
For more information, visit proofpoint.com.
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